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perfectly arhitrary (such as % = 0), for its expression will not entei
into the differential equation when formed from these integral
equations. If however the equation first written down be not that
which leads to the particular properties (A), but be another such
as ^ = 0, it will still be possible to derive the equation ty=C, intc
the expression of which the form of % does not enter; and we
may therefore consider as the general solution of the differentia]
equation the equation
+ =0;
while, if we wish to determine y and z separately as functions oi
co, we associate with this any arbitrary relation between a, y, z.
If however the equation of condition between the quantities
P, Q, R be not satisfied, there is no function ^ such that the
relations (A.) hold ; and thus
Mdx + Ndy = 0
is not an identity but leads to an integral, the form of which is
affected by the form of the arbitrary equation first written down
and which must be associated with that equation in order to con-
stitute the integral.
It thus appears that the difference between the two cases is
this ; while we may consider that in both cases two equations are
necessary to give the complete solution, in the case when the
equation of condition is satisfied one of these integral equations
(called t/t = 0) is completely unaffected in form by the other (called
j£ = 0), but in the case when the equation of condition is not
satisfied one of these integral equations is affected in form by the
other.
156. The difference between the results in the two classes
having been indicated, it is now possible to adopt a method of
integration which shews the point of separation between the
processes applying to these classes. Let
be any relation between #, y and z ; then
h dy + d^dz
oy   J    dz

